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Static vs dynamic ip address pros and cons

According to oxana Fox IP (Internet protocol) address --171.10.1.255, for example- identifies a computer or server on the Internet. Once lit up by your computer, the IP address remains constant, or static, and static addresses can make your computer more vulnerable to hackers. If you're not running a web server or
email server, it's best to use a dynamic IP address that changes every time you log in. Remove the static IP address with Windows Control Panel Network Tools. Click Start in Windows and open the Control Panel. Click the Network and Internet button and then select the Center Network and Exchange. Click on the task
of Changing the adapter settings. Click Right on the broadband icon and select Properties. Click on the Network tab in the Property Communication window. Select Internet Protocol Version 4 and then click Properties. Delete all numbers in the IP address box using the Backspace key on the keyboard; It removes a static
IP address from your computer. Click to select the radio button next to Get an IP address automatically. This sets up your computer to use dynamic IP addresses. Repeat 4 to 8 steps for other broadband connections if you're configured multiple times on your computer. Updated: 01/24/2018 Computer Hope DHCP client
in Linux is called dhclient. It requests dynamic IP addresses from the DHCP server, which leases addresses to customers for a certain period of time. dhclient can be called manually to release the client's current IP address and receive another address from the DHCP server. Normally, dhclient does not produce an outlet
to see what it does, we have to give it a -v (multi-worded) option. We have to run dhclient as the root with the sudo command, because reconfiguring the network system requires escalating privileges. Let's start with the launch of dhclient verbosely, without any other options. He should reach out and say hello to our
DHCP server, which, in this case, is a simple home router. Command: sudo dhclient -v Exit: Internet Systems Consortium DHCP Customer 4.2.2 Copyright 2004-2011 Internet Systems Consortium. All rights are reserved. For information, please visit Listen to LPF/wlan0/68:a3:c4:93:47:46 Dispatch to socket/fallback
DHCPDISCOVER at wlan0 to 255.255.255.255 port 67 DHKPREKUEST at wlan0 to 255.255.255 port 67 DHKPRECUEST at wlan0 to 255. 255.255.255 port 67 DHCPOFFER from 192.168.2.1 DHCPACK from 192.168.2.1 RTNETLINK replies: File there is owes 192.168.2.4 - update in 42516 seconds. The
aforementioned conclusion tells us that dhclient requested an address from the DHCP server (DHCPRE-ED). He sent this request from our wireless Internet interface (wlan0). The DHCP server responded with a simple confirmation of our request (DHCPACK). That's because we have was an IP address assigned to us,
so the DHCP server has nothing to do. Note that The DHCP server also told us how long our dynamic IP address will last: 42516 seconds (about 12 hours, after which it will be updated automatically). So let's manually release our address with -r. Let's keep-V option there so we can see what's going on: sudo dhclient-v-r
Internet Systems Consortium DHCP Customer 4.2.2 Copyright 2004-2011 Internet Systems Consortium. All rights are reserved. For information, please visit Listen to LPF/wlan0/68:a3:c4:93:47:46 Sending to socket/fallback DHCPRELEASE at wlan0 to 192.168.2.1 port 67 Example above, the server team informs DHCP
for the release of the IP address. Warning about some Linux or Unix variants, releasing an IP address in this way can also inherently reduce your network interface. In this case, use the network manager to reconnect to the network. This process varies from OS to OS; If you don't know how to connect to the network,
check with your specific OS documentation. If you're using the X Window System, you can usually reconnect by clicking on the network icon in the system tray and selecting connect. Additional information routers, both modern and outdated, allow users to set static IP addresses for devices on the network, but what is
the practical use of static IP addresses for a home user? Read on when we investigate when you should and shouldn't assign a static IP. Dear How-To Geek, after reading over five things to do with the new router article, I poke around at my router's control panel. One of the things I found among all the settings is the
table to install static IP addresses. I'm sure the section is clear in as much as I get that it allows you to give your computer a permanent IP address, but I really don't understand why? I've never used this section before and everything on my home network seems to be working fine. Should I use it? It's obviously there for
some reason, even if I'm not sure it's the reason! Sincerely, IP Curious DHCP vs. Static IP Appointment to help you understand the application of static IP addresses, let's start by installing you (and most readers, for that matter) there. The vast majority of modern computer networks, including a small network in your
home controlled by your router, use DHCP (Host Dynamic Configuration Protocol). DHCP is a protocol that automatically assigns a new device an IP address from a pool of available IP addresses without any interaction with the user or system administrator. Let's use an example to illustrate how wonderful DHCP is and
how easy it is to do our whole lives. ANSWER: How Static DHCP So your computer's IP address doesn't change Imagine that a friend is visiting with their iPad. They want to get into your network and update some apps on your iPad. Without DHCP, DHCP, you need to go to your computer, log into the router
administrator's dashboard, and manually assign your friend's available address to your device, say 10.0.0.99. This address will be permanently assigned to your friend's iPad if you don't enter later and manually did not release the address. With DHCP, however, life is much easier. Your friend visits, they want to go to
your network, so you give them a Wi-Fi password to log in and you're done. Once the iPad is connected to the router, the router's DHCP server checks the available IP address list and assigns an address with a built-in expiration date. Your friend's iPad is provided with an address connected to the network, and then
when your friend leaves and no longer uses the network, that address will return to the pool for available addresses ready to be assigned to another device. Everything that happens behind the scenes, and assuming that there is no critical error in router software, you never even have to pay attention to the DHCP
process as it will be completely invisible to you. For most applications, such as adding mobile devices to the network, general computer usage, game consoles, etc., this is more than a satisfactory location, and we should all be happy to have a DHCP and not be burdened with the hassle of manually managing our IP
appointment tables. When using static IP addresses While DHCP is really great and makes our lives easier, there are situations where using a manually assigned static IP address is very convenient. Let's look at a few situations where you would like to assign a static IP address to illustrate the benefits of this. You need
reliable resolution of names on the network for computers that need to be consistently and accurately found. Although network protocols have moved forward over the years, and most of the time using a more abstract protocol like SMB (Server Message Block) to visit computers and shared folders in your network using
familiar //officecomputer/shared_music/style address works just fine, for some applications it falls apart. For example, when you set up media synchronization on XBMC, you should use your media source IP address instead of your SMB name. Every time you rely on a computer or piece of software to accurately and
immediately find another computer on your network (as is the case with our example XBMC - client devices have to find a media server hosting the material) with the least chance of error, assigning a static IP address is the way to go. Direct IP-based resolution remains the most stable and unmistakable method of
communicating online. You want to impose a human-friendly opening pattern on your network devices. For networking jobs such as providing your friend's or laptop's iPad address, you probably don't care where the available address is to block your IP from, because you really don't need to know (or care). If you have
devices on the network that you regularly access using command-line tools or other IP-oriented applications, it can be very useful to assign permanent addresses to these devices in a scheme that is friendly to human memory. For example, if you leave on your own devices, our router will assign any available address to
our three Raspberry Pi XBMC units. Because we often tinker with these units and access them by their IP addresses, it makes sense to constantly assign addresses to them, which would be logical and easy to remember: .90 unit is in the basement, the .91 unit is on the ground floor, and the .92 unit is on the second
floor. You have an app that clearly relies on IP addresses. Some apps will only allow you to use an IP address to refer to other computers on the network. In such cases it would be extremely annoying to change the IP address in the app every time the IP address of a remote computer was changed in the DHCP table.
Assigning a permanent address to a remote computer prevents the hassle of frequently updating applications. This is why it is very useful to assign any computer that functions as a server of any kind to a permanent address. Assign static Smart Way IP addresses Before you start assigning static IP addresses left and
right, let's take a look at some basic network hygiene tips that will save you from headaches in the future. ANSWER: How and why all devices in your home share one IP address first, check that ip pool is available on your router. Your router will have a shared pool and pool specially reserved for DHCP jobs. The total
pool available for home routers is usually 10.0.0.0 through 10.255.255.255 or 192.168.0.0 through 192.168.255.255 . Then, within these ranges a smaller pool is reserved for the DHCP server, usually about 252 addresses in the range, like 10.0.0.2 to 10.0.0.254. Once you know the total pool, you should use the following
rules to assign static IP addresses: Never assign an address that ends at .0 or .255, as these addresses are usually reserved for network protocols. This is the reason why the example of the IP address pool above ends at .254. Never assign the address to the very top of the IP pool, such as 10.0.0.1, as the starting
address is always reserved for the router. Even if you changed your router's IP address for security reasons, we still suggest you don't assign a computer. Never assign an address outside the shared pool of private IP addresses. This means that if the router pool is 10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255, every IP you assign (wisely
the previous two rules) should fall This range. Given that there are about 17 million addresses in this pool, we're sure you can find one you like. Some Some prefer to use only addresses outside the DHCP range (for example, they leave 10.0.0.0.2 to 10.0.0.254 block completely intact), but we don't feel strongly enough
about it to consider it a direct rule. Given the improbability of a home user needing 252 device addresses at once, it's great to assign a device to one of these addresses if you prefer to keep everything in, say, a block of 10.0.0.x. Block.
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